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Figure 1: Our framework can automatically convert input images of various forms (from top to bottom: real photo, clip art, and line drawing)
into logo abstractions consisting of circular arcs with golden ratios. Our progressive optimization approach can efficiently generate sequential
results with increasing abstraction level (middle). The user can easily edit our output (highlighted in red box) by filling colors to create a
high-quality logo (right).

Abstract
Logos are one of the most important graphic design forms that use an abstracted shape to clearly represent the spirit of
a community. Among various styles of abstraction, a particular golden-ratio design is frequently employed by designers to
create a concise and regular logo. In this context, designers utilize a set of circular arcs with golden ratios (i.e., all arcs
are taken from circles whose radii form a geometric series based on the golden ratio) as the design elements to manually
approximate a target shape. This error-prone process requires a large amount of time and effort, posing a significant challenge
for design space exploration. In this work, we present a novel computational framework that can automatically generate golden
ratio logo abstractions from an input image. Our framework is based on a set of carefully identified design principles and a
constrained optimization formulation respecting these principles. We also propose a progressive approach that can efficiently
solve the optimization problem, resulting in a sequence of abstractions that approximate the input at decreasing levels of
detail. We evaluate our work by testing on images with different formats including real photos, clip arts, and line drawings.
We also extensively validate the key components and compare our results with manual results by designers to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our framework. Moreover, our framework can largely benefit design space exploration via easy specification of
design parameters such as abstraction levels, golden circle sizes, etc.
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• Computing methodologies → Computer Graphics;
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1. Introduction

Logos are regarded as an effective medium to convey the designer’s
spirit, idea, and intention via a concise 2D pattern. Such an intrigu-
ing nature lays the popularity of logo design in building recogni-
tion. A well-designed logo is more than creating a perfect visual
brand mark of a company, group, character, etc, it also helps peo-
ple to understand the purpose and value it represents. Logos can
be generally categorized into three types, including text-only logo,
pictorial logo, and combination logo [Eva21]. We found the picto-
rial logos particularly interesting and challenging. It requires the
designer to compose an abstracted shape of an object only using
simple geometric primitives (e.g., points, lines, arcs, etc).

According to several online courses regarding pictorial logo de-
sign process [Sal19; Bok18; Mar22], a custom grid system that con-
tains specifically arranged squares with inscribed circles (as shown
in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3a) is commonly used by the designers. Com-
pared with other grid systems (e.g., uniform grid) formed by fami-
lies of straight lines, it not only provides modulated arcs at different
scales for a better approximation of curved shapes, but also corre-
lates to the famous Fibonacci sequence and golden ratio [Mei18]
in terms of the grid size and circle radii. In this paper, we call the
logos generated based on modulated circular arcs with golden ra-
tios in-between as the golden ratio logos. Fig. 2 shows some golden
ratio logos created by designers.

However, as shown in Fig. 3, existing modern graphic design
tools (e.g., Adobe Illustrator) only assist designers by computing
a set of golden ratio circles. The designer needs to manually place
circles and trace arcs in a trial-and-error process to depict the tar-
get shape, which is rather skill-demanding and time-consuming.
Although some computational methods exist for a similar flat de-
sign by converting images into pictograms (i.e., icons) [LALR16;
SATV18; LBK17; KBYU20] or cliparts [FLB17], the final results
are fundamentally different from golden ratio logos due to no con-
straint on using circles with specific sizes. Therefore, there is still a
lack of an effective tool for the present design context.

In this work, we present a novel computational design frame-
work to automatically abstract input image objects into logo-like
shapes that strictly adhere to the golden ratio design constraints
(see Fig. 1). The keys to our framework are i) a set of design prin-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Examples of golden ratio logos. Designers utilize a
bounded set of golden ratio circles to compose the final logo de-
signs. In practice, designers usually use Fibonacci sequence grid
(see (b) and Fig. 3a) to approximate a set of golden ratio radii
because Fibonacci sequence converges to golden ratio (between
neighboring numbers) as the list grows. (From left to right: ©Sean
Xue, ©DAINOGO, ©Lindsay Marsh [Mar22].)

(a) Create golden ratio circles (b) Draw rough sketch

(c) Fit sketch with circles (d) Arc extraction

Figure 3: Golden ratio logo design workflow. The designers start
with a set of golden ratio circles (a) to approximate a rough sketch
of the target shape (b). They have to manually place circles to fit
the sketch (c), and trace out the circular arcs to generate the final
design in the green box (d) (©Design Quickies).

ciples identified from existing designs created by designers in prac-
tice; ii) a novel formulation that implements the design principles
as a constrained optimization problem; and iii) a tailor-made algo-
rithm that solves the optimization problem efficiently. The result is
an appealing abstracted form where all the prominent feature lines
(contours, semantic boundaries, etc.) of the input object are repre-
sented by circular arcs extracted from a set of golden ratio circles.
These circular arcs all together well approximate the characteris-
tics of the input object. Moreover, our framework is flexible and
supports intuitive design exploration. Specifically, we devise a pro-
gressive optimization strategy to generate results with increasing
abstraction levels, offering multiple initial design choices for the
designer. The designer can also alter the design constraints such as
specifying the set of golden ratio circles (e.g., size, number), locally
guiding the abstraction level using scribbles, etc (see supplemental
video). We demonstrate the efficacy of our framework on a wide
variety of input images, including real photos, clip arts, and line
drawings. We further evaluate our framework by validating its key
components, comparing the results with those created by design-
ers, exhibiting the design exploration possibilities, and conducting
a user study.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

• We present the first computational design framework for auto-
matic generation of logo abstractions with golden ratio circular
arcs from raster images.

• We identity a set of design principles and formulate the whole
design problem as a constrained optimization guided by the prin-
ciples.

• We devise a progressive optimization approach, which is effi-
cient and capable of producing results with increasing abstrac-
tion levels to facilitate the exploration of design space.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Image Abstraction

Our work is related to a broad topic called image abstraction, which
aims at automatically converting an input image into an abstracted
form for computational design purposes. During the abstraction
process, information loss is inevitably introduced. Hence the key
challenge is how to preserve the content of the original image sub-
ject to the abstraction constraints. In practice, researchers have ex-
plored different types of constraints regarding different image prop-
erties. For instance, image color can be restricted to quantized color
space [Hec82; OB91], low regional variations [DS02; WOG06],
limited tones [GRG04; RL10], etc. Image resolution can also be
reduced to generate pixel-art-like abstraction [GDA*12; HWH*18;
KSP13]. Image content can be represented by simple shape prim-
itives such as points [MARI17], edges [KD09], curves [BLP10;
MS11], parts [MDS09], characters [ZCR*16], collages [HZZ11],
etc. Image style can be enforced to match a painting style [JYF*20].
To our best knowledge, the only work in the same context (golden
ratio circular arc abstraction) as ours is [IMF22]. However, it as-
sumes that the golden ratio circles (with both center and radius) are
provided by the designer beforehand. Its contribution is limited to
determining a subset of regions intersected from the input circles
to approximate the reference shape. In contrast, our work can auto-
matically generate golden ratio circle layout that well approximates
the raw image content without any input from the designer, which
is a much harder computational design problem to solve.

2.2. Icon-like Image Generation

How to computationally generate an icon-like image has been ex-
plored in the field. Traditional approaches are based on carefully
designed algorithmic procedures to iconify a target concept/object.
Liu et al. [LALR16] present a 2D data-driven image iconifiction
framework by combining pieces from existing pictogram exam-
ples. Favreau et al. [FLB17] convert photos to clip arts by stacking
multiple gradients using opaque and semi-transparent layers. Lin et
al. [LYC18] generate icon-like binary images from 3D shapes via
a joint 2D/3D optimization according to a set of flat design prin-
ciples. Zhao et al. [ZKH*20] propose a system that can automat-
ically generate compound icons based on textual queries from an
annotated icon dataset. With the recent advances of deep learning,
learning-based approaches exploit the representation power of neu-
ral networks for icon-like image generation. Sage et al. [SATV18]
build a dataset called LLD with 600k+ logos, and train generative
adversarial networks (GANs) conditioned on clustered labels for
logo synthesis and manipulation. Karamatsu et al. [KBYU20] uti-
lize CycleGAN [ZPIE17] and UNIT [LBK17] as the backbone net-
works to translate real-world images to icon-like images. Our work
falls into the procedural category which does not require any data
collection and model learning. The output circular arcs are guaran-
teed to satisfy radius constraints while respecting the input shape,
thus can largely benefit the application of golden ratio icon design.

2.3. Line Drawing Vectorization

Another related topic (but with a different goal) is line drawing
vectorization, which studies how to convert rasterized strokes into

vectorized curves with compact representations, such that there
is no visual artifacts when up-scaling the image (smooth shad-
ing can also be created based on a vector-based curve primitive
[OBW*08]). Prior works can also be classified into non-learning-
based and learning-based approaches. The former generally per-
form stroke decomposition to the input line drawings followed by
curve approximation [NHS*13; FLB16; LRS18; BS19; SBBB20],
while the latter relies on a pre-trained model to infer curve segmen-
tation or/and representation [SII18a; SII18b; GZH*19; EVA*20;
DYH*21; PNCB21]. Our work also requires boundary curve de-
composition and approximation, and outputs a vectorized shape.
The main difference is that our work is heavily constrained. The
curve representation is restricted to circles, and the radii of the cir-
cles must have golden ratios in-between. Besides, less number of
circles is desirable to meet the practical design requirement.

3. Design principles

By studying existing design guidelines and practices [Sal19;
Bok18], we identify a number of principles to guide our design
of optimization objectives and constraints as follows.

Golden ratio. As the requirement of the golden ratio design, the
abstraction result is enforced to comprise circular arcs extracted
from a set of golden ratio circles. This means that the solution space
is highly constrained as the underlying circle radii cannot be arbi-
trary but only discrete, and the ratio between any two circles must
be one or multiples of the golden ratio φ.

Simplicity. For abstraction and design purposes, the result is ex-
pected to contain as few number of golden ratio circles as possible.
This can not only provide a concise presentation, but also favor the
designers to manually adjust and fine-tune the result.

Similarity. Although the circle radius and number are con-
strained, the abstracted form should well approximate the target
shape, allowing a correct comprehension of the shape content and
its prominent feature lines such as contours, semantic boundaries,
etc.

Connectivity. As an approximation of feature line segments (we
call them line segments for short hereafter), the extracted circular
arcs are required to preserve the connectivity of their corresponding
line segments. This topology preservation is crucial to avoid visual
artifacts such as isolated arcs, erroneous shape components, etc.

Note that some principles conflict with each other. For exam-
ple, to optimize the similarity, a trivial solution is to increase the
number of circular arcs while reducing their lengths, and only per-
form arc fitting at the vicinity of each pixel. But this is obviously
against the simplicity. Furthermore, the problem has a complicated
combinatorial nature due to decomposing/merging line segments
and approximation using circles with discrete radii. This makes
search-based method infeasible, i.e., the exhaustive search is com-
putationally prohibitive while the stochastic search is inefficient
and non-intuitive. To tackle this problem, we propose a progressive
optimization procedure by incrementally merging line segments
and fitting circular arcs. The main idea resembles the strategy em-
ployed by the mesh simplification [GH97] and shape approxima-
tion [LZZ*21]. It brings several advantages including making the
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(a) Input (b) Preprocessing (Sec. 4) (c) Progressive optimization (Sec. 5) (d) Abstraction result

Figure 4: Framework overview. Given an input image (a), we first extract prominent feature lines (b) in a preprocessing step, then perform
progressive optimization to fitting circular arcs onto line segments while merging them (c), resulting in an abstracted shape (d) that respects
golden ratio design principles. Here we use different colors to depict individual line segments in (b). For clarity we only sample three
abstractions during the progressive optimization in (c).

optimization problem tractable and providing sequential approxi-
mations with continuous abstraction levels that largely benefit the
design exploration.

4. Overview

Given an input 2D object image, our framework can automati-
cally abstract the shape of object by representing its prominent fea-
tures (contours, semantic boundaries, etc.) using circular arcs with
golden ratios, such that the resultant abstracted form is composed
of a set of ‘golden’ circular arcs that adheres the proposed design
principles. Fig. 4 illustrates an overview of our framework. In the
preprocessing stage, to facilitate the subsequent circular arc fitting,
we first extract from the input raster image (Fig. 4a) a set of line
segments to represent the shape of object (Fig. 4b). In the main
stage, we abstract line segments using golden ratio circular arcs
in a bottom-up manner. Specifically, the system incrementally fits
golden ratio circular arcs to line segments and merges neighboring
line segments while minimizing the geometric approximation error
and preserving the connectivity (i.e., the junction points) between
line segments. During the optimization, the system continuously
outputs a sequence of golden ratio representations with lessened
circular arcs and increased abstraction level (Fig. 4c). The whole
process ends when the approximation error exceeds a pre-defined
threshold, yielding the final abstraction result (Fig. 4d).

Preprocessing. The goal in this stage is to convert a 2D image
into a set of representative line segments that can well depict the
shape of object in terms of contours and semantic boundaries. We
leverage several existing image processing techniques to handle im-
ages of different contexts. For the real photo, we first perform a
flow-based image abstraction [KD09] followed by an image thin-
ning to extract salient feature lines at pixel-level. In the context of
clip art, a simple flood-fill method followed by tracing contours of
separated regions can do the task well. For the artistic line drawing
in the real world scenario, advanced sketch simplification method
such as [LWH15] can be utilized to obtain its clean and concise
counterpart. Then we over-segment the extracted feature lines us-
ing Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm [DP73] and obtain a set
of line segments for the later optimization. Note that each line seg-
ment is represented as a sequence of pixels.

5. Algorithm

In this section, we present the algorithmic details of our framework.
First we introduce the overall problem formulation (Sec. 5.1). Then
we present our progressive approach based on iterative optimiza-
tions (Sec. 5.2), followed by elaborating the optimization procedure
within each iteration (Sec. 5.3). Finally, we include further details
on algorithm acceleration (Sec. 5.4).

5.1. Problem Formulation

Our algorithm is essentially formulated on the line segments ob-
tained from the preprocessing step and denoted as L = {S,J },
where S comprises individual line segments and J represents the
connectivity (i.e., the junction points) between line segments. The
goal is to abstract L using a set of circular arcs A while respect-
ing the design principles in Sec. 3. We formulate the abstraction
process as a constrained optimization problem:

min
A

|A| s.t. Gr(A), Es(A,L)< T, Gc(A,L), (1)

that minimizes the objective |A|, representing the number of ab-
stracted circular arcs (the simplicity principle), subject to the golden
ratio (Gr), similarity (Es), and connectivity (Gc) constraints. Fig. 5
shows an example illustration of using 3 circular arcs to abstract 8
line segments.

Golden ratio constraint. Gr(A) ensures that any pair of circu-
lar arcs in the set A must follow the golden ratio principle. The
constraint is defined as:

ri/r j = φ
z ∀ai,a j ∈ A, ri ≥ r j, z ∈ Z∗, (2)

where a and r represent respectively the circular arc and its radius,
and the ratio between two radii must be a power (z is a non-negative
integer) of golden ratio φ = (1+

√
5)/2.

Similarity constraint. Es(A,L) addresses the similarity be-
tween the abstracted arc set A and the input shape L as:

Es(A,L) = 1
|A| ∑i

E f (ai,Si)+
1

|J ′| ∑k
∥dk∥ (3)

where the first term is the average Fréchet distance [EM94] over
circular arc ai ∈ A and its associated line segments Si (i.e., fitting
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arc
segment

J ′ = {p0,p3,p4,p6,p8}
J = {p0,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8}

S = S0 ∪S1 ∪S2

A = {a0,a1,a2}

S0 = {s1, s2, s3}
S1 = {s4, s5, s6}
S2 = {s7, s8}

Figure 5: Example illustration of our formulation. A line seg-
ment set L = {S,J } is abstracted using a circular arc set A with
golden ratios.

∀s ∈ Si with ai). Si is a subset of S and S =
⋃
Si. The second

term measures how far the abstracted circular arcs deviate from
the original line segments at the junctions J ′ using the junction
displacement vector dk (see the definition of J ′ in the paragraph
below). During optimization, we constrain Es(A,L) within a user-
specified tolerance T .

Connectivity constraint. Gc(A,L) is designed for preserving
the connectivity between line segments in the final abstraction. As
shown in Fig. 5, as a circular arc ai may associate with multiple
line segments s ∈ Si, we denote a junction set J ′, which contains
junction points connecting between Si’s (thus is a subset of J ). We
say that A is topologically consistent with L if for each junction
point pk ∈ J ′ where Si connects to, the associated arc ai must
connect to a unique junction point pk + dk with dk indicating a
displacement vector. Thus, we formulate this constraint as:

Gc(A,L)≡ Φ(ai,pk +dk) = 0 ∀Si ∈ Ω(pk),∀pk ∈ J ′. (4)

where Φ is the implicit representation of arc ai and Ω(pk) contains
all segments that connect to pk. Fig. 6 illustrates the effectiveness
of the connectivity constraint.

Finding the globally optimal arc set A∗ in Eqn. 1 is extremely
difficult. First, the problem has combinatorial complexity due to the
enormous feasible combinations of the input line segments (Si’s)
for abstracting circular arcs (ai’s). Second, the problem is highly
constrained with different types of constraints. In the next section,
we propose a progressive optimization approach that iteratively
merges line segments and fits golden ratio circles.

5.2. Progressive Approach

To make the optimization in Eqn. 1 tractable and efficient, we ex-
plore the design space with increasing abstraction levels by itera-
tively merging neighboring line segments. Which pair of line seg-
ments to merge first depends on how well the similarity and con-
nectivity constraints are satisfied.

Note that this strategy resembles the manual design practices of
designers (see supplemental video), who favor long circular arcs
for abstracting continuous line segments.

More precisely, given the input line segments L = {S,J }, at

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Connectivity preservation. We use connectivity con-
straint to ensure topology consistency between the original line seg-
ments (a) and the abstracted circular arcs (b). Otherwise the result
(c) can either have disconnected arcs (green box), or redundant in-
tersections (red box) that are not expected as no such intersection
in the original line segments.

the beginning of our algorithm, we first fit the initial segment set
S0 = S with the arc set A0 (we elaborate this step in Sec. 5.3).
Then we iteratively simplify the line segments and optimize the arc
set by merging line segments one pair at a time. To this end, we
denote a set that contains all mergeable line segment pairs as M=
{(si,s j)|si,s j ∈ S0}. A mergeable line segment pair is defined as
the two line segments that share at least one end point. To determine
the priority of the line segments to merge, for each pair in M we
calculate a merge error (i.e., similarity loss caused by fitting less
arcs due to the merge) compared with Es(A0,L0), where L0 = L.

However, in practice, this local operation may occasionally cause
redundant intersection where two circular arcs intersect at a point
not belonging to the junction set (see the red boxes in Fig. 6).
Hence, we introduce a penalty term in the merge error to prohibit
the occurrence of redundant intersection.

Overall, our algorithm iteratively performs the following steps
for each iteration t with t starting from 0:

1. Perform golden ratio arc fitting to Lt , resulting in arc set At

(Sec. 5.3).
2. Evaluate the similarity score Es(At ,Lt) between At and Lt . If it

is larger than the given tolerance T , stop and output At−1 as the
result.

3. Select a mergeable line segment pair (si,s j) with the smallest
merge error among all candidates in M.

4. Merge pair (sm,sn) into sm,n and generate new line segment rep-
resentation Lt+1 with reduced number of segments.

5. Update the merge error for segment pairs in Lt+1 that contain
sm,n.

6. t = t +1 and go back to (1).

5.3. Fitting Arcs with Golden Ratio

In each iteration of the progressive optimization, given a line seg-
ment representation L with the corresponding line segment set S
and junction set J (here we omit the iteration notation t for sim-
plicity), our goal is to find an optimal circular arc set A that best
fits S (Es) while satisfying connectivity constraint (Gc) and golden
ratio constraint (Gr). The optimization problem is defined as:

A≡ min
A

Es(A,L) s.t. Gc(A,L), Gr(A). (5)

The above equation is also not easy to solve given it is highly
constrained due to the discrete radii and limited angle of individ-
ual circular arcs, and the connectivity preservation between arcs.

© 2023 Eurographics - The European Association
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(a) Line segments (b) Golden ratio circle fitting (c) Arc extraction

Figure 7: Golden ratio arc fitting. For each iteration and its line
segments (a), we first perform constrained circle fitting respecting
golden ratio, similarity, and connectivity principles (b), then extract
circular arcs to generate the (intermediate) result in the current it-
eration (c).

Our strategy is to first transfer the problem to a constrained least
square circle fitting problem [LZZ06; Gri17], which can be effi-
ciently solved using a general numerical solver. Then we extract
arcs from the circles, and validate the similarity (difference from
the input) and connectivity (with redundant intersection or not).
The process is shown in Fig. 7.

Golden ratio circle fitting. We transfer Eqn. 5 to a constrained
least squares circle fitting form by replacing arc with circle and re-
write the objective function as a squared error between circles and
their corresponding line segments as:

C ≡ min
C

E l(C,L) s.t. Gc(C,L), Gr(C). (6)

The objective function E l is defined as the sum of squared error
Esqr between the fitted circle ci and its associated line segments Si,
along with the junction displacement error:

E l(C,L) = 1
|S| ∑i

Esqr(ci,Si)+
1
|J | ∑k

∥dk∥2. (7)

The connectivity constraint Gc now forces the circles to intersect
at the point (pk +dk) if the corresponding line segments meet at pk.
We formulate the constraint as:

Gc(C,L)≡ Φ(ci,pk +dk) = 0 ∀si ∈ Ω(pk),∀pk ∈ J . (8)

We can further rewrite Φ(ci,pk +dk) as:

Φ(ci,pk +dk) = ∥oi − (pk +dk)∥− ri, (9)

where oi and ri denote the center point and radius of circle ci, re-
spectively.

To satisfy the golden ratio constraint, we represent the radius ri
of the circle ci as:

ri = φ
zi+σ, (10)

where zi ∈ Z∗ is a non-negative integer determined by fitting a
golden ratio circle to si. σ ∈ [0,1) is called the bias that determines
the set of discrete golden ratio circle radii (see Sec. 5.4 for how to
select σ). Note that the golden ratio constraint is naturally satisfied
based on Eqn. 10 as for any pair of radius (ri,r j), their ratio is:

ri

r j
=

φ
zi+σ

φz j+σ
= φ

zi−z j ,

∀ci,c j ∈ C, ri ≥ r j, z ∈ Z∗,

(11)

(a) Line segments (b) Fitted circles (c) Connectivity optimized

Figure 8: Golden ratio circle fitting. For each iteration, we first fit
circles (b) with golden ratios to individual line segments (a), then
optimize the circle locations (c) under connectivity constraints of
the corresponding line segments (in the same color). For clarity we
only show a few circles. Note that (c) satisfies connectivity con-
straint as in (a), while (b) does not (blue circle and red circle are
disconnected).

where zi − z j is guaranteed to be a non-negative integer.

Based on the above golden ratio radius representation, we devise
a two-stage method to fit the circle set. In the first stage, we fit one
circle with radius ri for each segment si independently without con-
sidering the golden ratio constraint and the connectivity constraint.
Then we query the golden ratio radius r̄i by:

r̄i = φ
⌈log ri/ log φ−σ⌉+σ. (12)

Once we have the fitted circles with golden ratio radii, we can re-
move the golden ratio constraint from Eqn. 6 by fixing these golden
ratio radii. Finally, we obtain a general least squares circle fitting
problem subject to the equality (connectivity) constraint as follows:

Co ≡ min
Co

E l(Co,L)

s.t. ∥oi − (pk +dk)∥− r̄i = 0, ∀si ∈ Ω(pk),∀pk ∈ J .
(13)

Here Co denotes the circles with fixed radii but unknown locations.
The above equation attempts to optimize the circle location (i.e., oi)
and the junction offset (i.e., dk) such that the similarity error is min-
imized and the connectivity constraint is fulfilled. An example of
this two-stage method is shown in Fig. 8. Note that there is no hard
constraint on either circle center or junction displacement. Thus we
can always find circles that intersect with each other as expected.
The worst case happens when the value of the objective function
becomes very high (i.e., the circles after optimization/relocation
cannot fit the line drawing well, thus harm the similarity), but it
is still a feasible solution under golden ratio and connectivity con-
straints.

Arc extraction. After we find the optimal golden ratio circle set
C for a given line segment set L, the next step is to extract arc ai
from circle ci ∈ C by determining two end points on the circle. To
meet the connectivity constraint, the extracted arc ai should contain
the corresponding junctions {pk +dk} in the same way as its asso-
ciated line segment si connects to pk. Therefore, for each fitted cir-
cle ci and its associated junction points {pk +dk}, we first enumer-
ate the combination of two junctions to form a set of candidate arcs
and then remove those arcs violating the connectivity constraint
(i.e., not passing through all the junctions). Among the valid can-
didates, we select the one with minimum Fréchet distance from the
associated line segment si as the resultant arc. We find Fréchet dis-
tance a better curve distance measurement than conventional sum-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Circular arc extraction. We extract circular arcs by
measuring differences from line segments (a). Using Fréchet dis-
tance (b) leads to better results than using sum-of-squares distance
(circle fitting error) (c).

of-squares distance (circle fitting error) as the latter cannot penalize
the redundant part of the arc (see Fig. 9).

5.4. Additional Details

Line segments simplification. The time complexity of the progres-
sive optimization algorithm highly depends on the size of the initial
line segment set S0. A large one generally leads to more iterations
and merge error evaluations. To improve the efficiency, we simplify
the initial line segments as follows. If a line segment sm,n (merged
from (sm,sn)) can be well approximated by an arc (average fitting
error smaller than 1.0), then sm and sn do not need to be abstracted
separately then merged afterwards. This operation significantly im-
proves the efficiency (4 times faster at least), and also produces
informative and visually pleasing results (see Sec. 6.2).

Selection of bias σ. We select the bias σ∈ [0,1) in Eqn. 10 based
on the simplified line segments as extracted above. We leverage the
longest line segment s to estimate bias σ as:

σ =
logr
logφ

−⌊ logr
logφ

⌋, (14)

where the radius r is derived by general least squares circle fitting
to s. The reason to use the longest segment is that it is more robust
to aliasing/noisy pixels than short segments for circle fitting. Note
that the bias can also be adjusted as a free parameter according to
the user preferences in practice.

Localized circle fitting. Although the golden ratio circle fitting
in Eqn. 6 can be solved numerically, the computational complexity
is still high because the solution space involves a large number of
variables and equality constraints. In fact, during the progressive
procedure, the line segment representation Lt+1 in iteration t +1 is
only a local update of Lt by merging a pair of neighboring line seg-
ments. This inspires us to perform a localized circle fitting instead
of the global optimization for acceleration. More specifically, we
only fit a new circle (center+radius) to the merged line segment,
while keeping the parameters of all other circles from the previ-
ous iteration. However, due to the change of connectivity caused
by the merge, we also need to update the centers of the new circle
and its neighboring circles to locally preserve the connectivity at
the affected junctions. In practice, such localized circle fitting can
largely reduce the number of variables and constraints, and signifi-
cantly improve efficiency (see Sec. 6.4). In rare cases, due to fixing

Iteration 0 23 28

Result

|A| 51 28 23

Table 1: Simplicity validation. Results with increasing simplic-
ity from the progressive optimization. Less circular circles/arcs are
generated as the iterations progress.

those junctions not affected by the merge (as boundary conditions)
to localize the optimization, there may be no feasible solution. In
such cases, we solve the circle fitting globally instead.

6. Evaluation

6.1. Visual Results

We evaluate our framework on a wide variety of input images
with varying formats and complexity, including real photos, clip
arts, and line drawings. The images are collected from the internet.
Some of the line drawings are adopted from the benchmark dataset
in [YVG20]. Fig. 1, Fig. 4, and Fig. 10 shows various results au-
tomatically generated by our framework. The results demonstrate
that our work can effectively generate logo-like abstraction from
different types of images under golden ratio constraint. By taking
into account different design principles, the results well approxi-
mate the input object images while preserving the similarity and
connectivity of their line segments representation. More results can
be found in the supplementary.

6.2. Validation of Key Components

In this subsection, we validate the effectiveness of the key compo-
nents in our framework.

Simplicity objective. Our progressive approach naturally gener-
ates a sequence of results with increasing simplicity. Table 1 shows
a sample of results and their statistics during the optimization. As
we progressively merge line segments and fit circles, fewer circular
arcs are generated and the abstraction level is increased.

Similarity constraint. By adjusting the prescribed tolerance T
in Eqn. 1, we can easily adjust the level of similarity compared
with the line segments. Table 2 shows the results and their statistics
generated from the same input line segments with varying T . It can
be seen that lower T leads to higher similarity but lower simplicity,
which meets our expectation.

Connectivity constraint. Fig. 11 demonstrates the effectiveness
of adding the topology constraint in Eqn. 9 while fitting circles
and minimizing the displacement of junctions in Eqn. 7. Compared
with the initial line segments (Fig. 11a), the resultant circular arcs
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Line segments Abstraction result Line segments Abstraction result

Figure 10: Visual results. Our framework can generate visually plausible golden ratio logo abstractions automatically from images in
different formats, including real photos (row 1 and 2), clip arts (row 3 and 4), and line drawings (row 5). The smaller inset shows the raw
input image.

meet at perturbed junctions in the same way with only small dis-
placements (Fig. 11b), which is much better than the result with

no connectivity constraints (Fig. 11c) where arcs do not intersect
correctly.

Also, a trivial approach that enforces circular arcs to pass
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T 4.0 5.0 9.0

Result

|A| 31 27 20

Table 2: Similarity validation. Results with less similarity can be
controlled by increasing the parameter T of the similarity constraint
in Eqn. 1. The original bird can be found in Fig. 10 top row (where
T = 5.0).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 11: Connectivity validation. (a) Initial line segments; (b)
Result with connectivity constraint; (c) Without connectivity con-
straint; (d) With only constraints on start and end junctions while
merging line segments; (e) Same as (d) but not no merge of line
segments.

through the start and end junctions of the corresponding line seg-
ments still lead to missing intersections at the junctions with va-
lence greater than 2 (Fig. 11d).

Further, a naive way of not merging segments can easily ensure
that each circular arc passes through the start and end junctions of
its associated line segment (Fig. 11e), but this prevents abstraction
of multiple continuous line segments and yields ‘waved’ artifacts
(see the zoomed-in inset).

Redundant intersection avoidance. Although the topology
constraint can preserve the connectivity at the junction points lo-
cally, there is no guarantee that circular arcs do not have other re-
dundant intersections globally (see the red box in Fig. 6c). In prac-
tice, we check and penalize redundant intersection at each itera-
tion to avoid merging invalid pairs. Fig. 12 compares results with
and without considering redundant intersection. Wrong connectiv-
ity can be easily caused by redundant intersections in the zoomed-
in region.

Robustness to initial segmentation. We evaluate how sensitive
our algorithm is to the different initial line segmentation by alter-
ing the tolerances of the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm in the
preprocessing. Fig. 13 shows a visual comparison between differ-
ent initial line segments and subsequent abstraction results. It can
be seen from the insets that the higher the error tolerance value,
the less the number of line segments, and thus leading to the elim-
ination of high frequency details. We also find that our algorithm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Redundant intersection avoidance. The input line seg-
ments (a) and the result with (b) and without (c) avoiding redundant
intersections.

(a) 1.5 (b) 3.0 (c) 6.0

Figure 13: Robustness to initial line segments. Results generated
from different segmentation tolerances (segments in different col-
ors in the insets) of the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm.

produces similar overall shapes after abstraction, which shows the
ability of our framework to deal with different initial segmentation.

6.3. Comparison with Artworks

As there is no previous work on gold ratio logo abstraction from
images, we compare our results with designs manually created by
designers from their online tutorials (see Fig. 14). We can see that
our automated results conform with manual designs well, and can
be generated efficiently (∼ 1 minute) without any user interven-
tion. In contrast, manual designs require more much time due to re-
peatedly aligning and cutting circles using graphic design software
by hand (see the user study in Sec. 8 and also the supplementary
video).

Note that the designers sometimes prefer more abstracted results
with concise/aesthetic considerations while omitting some detailed
features (e.g., the fish mouth in Fig. 14), while our results are
constrained on similarity and connectivity. But the users can eas-
ily refine the automated results by design exploration (see Fig. 17),
which is much more convenient than starting from scratch.
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(a) Sketch (b) Manual design (c) Ours
Figure 14: Comparison with artistic designs. Given an input
sketch (a), our framework can generate golden ratio logo abstrac-
tion (c) comparable to manual design by the designer (b). (From top
to bottom: ©Mahk Graphics [Gra20], ©Design Quickies [Qui20],
©Mohamed Achraf [Ach17], ©Aiten Arts [Art19].)

Localized circle fitting Line segments simplification Time (sec)

No No ≥ 2hrs
Yes No 257.47
No Yes 338.87
Yes Yes 65.37

Table 3: Timing performance. Comparison of computational per-
formances using the fish example in Fig. 1. Localized circle fitting
and line segments simplification makes significant improvements.

6.4. Efficiency Analysis

To evaluate the efficiency of our framework, we carefully test its
performance under different settings using the fish example shown
in Fig. 1. Our computational platform is a desktop PC with Intel
i9 CPU of 3.60GHz. Our framework is implemented using Python.
The timings can be found in Table 3, which shows that the line seg-
ments simplification and localized circle fitting strategies (Sec. 5.4)
largely improve the computational performance of our progressive
optimization. The former effectively reduces the number of line
segments (from 77 to 36) to initialize the optimization, while the
latter constrains the optimization to a local region (typically has
4-8 segments) affected by merging line segments.

7. Design Exploration

Although our framework generates results automatically
(see Fig. 10), it also allows the user to efficiently explore the
design space by tuning key parameters or directly editing the

(a) Line segments (b) Automated setting (c) User-specified setting

Figure 15: Design exploration using different golden ratio set-
tings. Given an input line segments (a), our framework can gen-
erate different logo abstraction results respecting the different set-
tings (automated (b) vs. user-specific (c)) of golden ratio circles
(highlighted in red in the inset). Note that circles are scaled down
here for compactness.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16: Design exploration by local abstraction level specifi-
cation. The user can specify salient feature (bird beak) in a local
region (a) to avoid feature loss due to merging of line segments (b),
such that salient feature can be preserved in the final result (c).

automated results to generate personalized golden ratio logos (see
supplemental video).

User-guided exploration. In Sec. 6.2, we already show how the
key components and their parameters affect the automated results.
The framework also enables other design exploration possibilities
guided by the user. For instance, the user can constrain the golden
ratio circles involved in the arc fitting in Sec. 5.3 by specifying a
small subset of radii. Fig. 15 shows some exploration results using
different radii settings. Our framework also allows the user to adjust
the abstraction level by enabling and disabling the merge of line
segments during the optimization. This helps to preserve salient
features that cannot be well captured by the similarity constraint.
Fig. 16 shows an example of manually constraining the abstraction
level to better preserve the beak of a bird.

User edits. Based on the automated results, the user can eas-
ily perform post-editing according to her/his preferences to gener-
ate personalized logos. The user can directly delete/connect/perturb
arcs based on their underlying circles to create variants from the au-
tomated result, while still satisfying the golden ratio constraint. An
example is shown in Fig. 17. The user can also edit colors of the
regions bounded by circular arcs to generate colorized logos. Dif-
ferent color effects can be achieved based on simple color palette,
gradients, etc, as shown in Fig. 18.

8. User Study

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our framework in
helping graphic designers in practice by conducting a user study.
The goal is to compare our framework based design with conven-
tional manual design in terms of efficiency and user experience.
To this end, we recruited four designers who have experience in
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(a) Original result (b) After user editing

Figure 17: User editing of circular arcs. The user can easily edit
(e.g., delete, add, connect) the arcs/circles in the automated result
(a) to generate a variant design (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 18: User editing of colors. The user can easily generate
personalized logos by editing the colors in the regions bounded by
circular arcs. Here we show examples generated from real photo
(a), and clip art (b).

graphic design for at least three years. To make a fair comparison,
the participants were asked to create a gold ratio logo design from
the same target shape using a set of predefined golden ratio circles
in both manual and framework-aided design process (see Fig. 19a).
The user study included two stages. Firstly, the participants used
their favorite graphic design tools (all participants chose Adobe Il-
lustrator) to finish the task. Secondly, the participants created the
design with the aid of our framework. The function provided by
our framework includes 1) select an abstraction level from the pro-
gressive optimization, and 2) enable/disable the merge of line seg-
ments (as described in Sec. 7) during the progressive optimization.
Note that the order of two stages accords with the typical practice
of transferring from conventional design to computer-aided design.
The work time was restricted to 90 minutes in both stages and we
gave a tutorial of our framework beforehand. After the study, we
also collected subjective feedback from the participants.

Fig. 19b shows the time consumption (in minutes) of two stages
across individual participants. The mean and standard deviation are
43.75 and 12.87 for manual design, and 6.25 and 3.34 for the design
aided by our framework. It is not surprising that the efficiency can
be significantly improved when using our framework. In general,
all participants agreed that our framework can greatly improve the
efficiency as there was no need to manually select/align circles and
trace arcs to fit the target shape. Besides, the results from our frame-
work were generally smoother and more consistent, which was hard
to achieve in the manual designs due to the error accumulation dur-
ing the trial-and-error process (all the results can be found in the
supplementary). Moreover, one participant expressed that our pro-

(a) The target shape and golden ratio circles (b) Efficiency plot
Figure 19: User study. (a) The target shape and the set of golden
ratio circles used in both manual and semi-automatic design stages.
(b) The time cost of two stages across four participants P0-P3.

(a) (b)
Figure 20: Special line segment cases yet to consider. (a) Discon-
nected line segments cannot be abstracted using one circular arc.
(b) Straight line segments are not suitable to fit circular arcs.

gressive results can also provide different abstraction inspirations.
On the other hand, one common suggestion is to integrate more
flexible editing tools (e.g., move circles around) as those in Adobe
Illustrator. This can be easily done by directly adding features to
the current framework, or exporting our results as vector graphics
to the general design tools for post-processing.

9. Discussion

In this work, we present the first computational framework that can
automatically convert an input image into a logo abstraction formed
by circular arcs with golden ratios. We first identify a set of prin-
ciples that ensure the characteristics and quality of the golden ratio
design. Then we formulate the problem as a constrained optimiza-
tion according to the identified principles. We also propose a pro-
gressive approach that can efficiently solve the optimization prob-
lem by iteratively simplifying the feature line structure of the input
image and fitting golden ratio circular arcs. We extensively evalu-
ate our framework and validate its key components using various
images of different formats. Via the user study, designers appre-
ciate the functionality and efficiency of our framework, and look
forward to having more editing freedom in the future. Besides, our
framework can be easily extended to fit arbitrary circles and splines
by relaxing/replacing the golden ratio constraint, thus having the
potential to also benefit image vectorization. Furthermore, our pro-
gressive approach can inspire other image/shape abstraction works
to explore results at different levels of detail.

Limitations. Although the proposed iterative optimization is ad-
vantageous to efficiently generate progressive abstraction results,
one limitation is that disconnected line segments cannot be ab-
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(a) Line segments (b) Abstraction result

Figure 21: Complex line segment structure. The complex struc-
ture of line segments may cause local feature losses when overly
merging line segments while fitting golden ratio circular arcs.

stracted using one circular arc as done by designers in some special
occasions (see Fig. 20a). This is because we extract/merge seman-
tic line segments directly in the line segment representation L based
on line continuity (only merge neighboring segments) and similar-
ity (between circular arc and merged segments). The semantic parts
of the input object, which are helpful to extract more meaningful
and even disconnected line segments, are not considered so far. Se-
mantic segmentation of images in different formats (e.g., photo,
clip arts, sketches) is challenging by itself and beyond the scope of
this work. Also, the format/quality of the input image can affect the
logo abstraction results. Unlike clip arts whose contents are sim-
pler, real photos and line drawings have more complex structure
due to the large variation of colors, strokes, shadings, etc, such in-
puts may cause feature losses with our method. Therefore, to ensure
the abstraction quality, we filter out short/noisy line segments in
the preprocessing. But for complex line segment structures, overly
merging neighboring line segments while fitting golden ratio circu-
lar arcs can still lose features (see Fig. 21).

Future work. In the future, we plan to make our framework
more general to include other constituent line elements such as
straight line segments in addition to only golden ratio circular arcs.
This can help to avoid shape distortions when abstracting long and
straight line segments using circular arcs, in particular with lim-
ited radii (see Fig. 20b). Also, we would like to further improve
the regularity of the results by considering more global shape prop-
erties such as shape symmetry, shape semantics, etc. Besides, for
non-clean input from real photos, relaxing (unreliable) connectiv-
ity constraint or allowing manual topology change would be useful
to expand the exploration space. Last but not least, we will inves-
tigate how to automatically fill colors to the abstracted golden ratio
logo according to the full color information of the input image.
Some existing image vectorization techniques can be exploited.
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